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Abstract. The implications of architectural design decisions are in
many cases hard to predict and envisage. As architectural tasks grow
more complex and the design of architecture shifts away from the design of end products towards the steering of dynamic processes, new
ways of coping with complexity in the design and planning process
are needed. Taking this as its starting point, as well as the need for architects to use familiar, established design tools, the CDP research
group is working on new ways of supporting the design decisionmaking process with objective information so that designers are better
able to manage these complexities. The focus of the group lies on directly coupling interactive simulations and analyses with established
design tools. This paper discusses a central problem in this context:
how to present complex calculation results directly within a physical
3D-model. The approach described, as evidenced by the realized prototype, shows clearly that directly coupling real and digital information using interactive augmented visualization presents immense
possibilities for managing the complexity of planning processes.
Keywords. Design support, simulations, computational design, urban
planning, augmented reality.

1. Introduction
The larger the construction project, the more complex the interactions between its technical, social, planning and design aspects. As large construction projects become more widespread, the building sector is confronted
with increasingly difficult challenges. Planners are faced not only with deal-
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ing with a multiplicity of static conditions but also with changing situations
resulting from dynamic processes. Today’s designers, as Wood (2007) has
remarked, need to “become the facilitators of flow, rather than the originators of maintainable ‘things’ such as discrete products or images”. In this
context, we need to find new ways of planning that help us to visualise and
understand complex interactions, implications, interdependencies and processes. Given that the designer’s influence in the early design stage is high
and decisions made in these stages have a significant impact on later design
stages, the building cost and its lifecycle (Paulson, 1976), it is important to
take into account such factors from a very early stage in the design process.
A key approach to dealing with these new challenges is the use of Design Decision Support systems that assist architects and planners by providing objective design criteria at appropriate points in the design development
process. They allow designers to see the impact of complex, dynamic concepts in the form of objective information. The earlier this information can
be made available in the design process, the greater the impact it can have –
if taken into account – on the planning outcome. The main question here is:
how can digital content be incorporated into existing established ways of
working in a form that is useful and does not interrupt the working process?
The intention here is not to replace established ways of working, such as
models and hand-drawn sketches, with computerised methods, but instead to
find ways of combining the two worlds in a single system.
2. Approach
Starting from this position and the requirements of Design Decision Support
in the early creative phases, the “CDP // Collaborative Design Platform” research project examines ways of seamlessly integrating interactive simulations and analyses in the creative architectural design process (Schubert,
2014). The approach taken here is to explore how established design tools,
such as physical working models and hand-drawn sketches, can function as
tangible interfaces within a digital environment. Over the past few years,
several approaches to integrated human-computer interfaces have been researched and implemented as prototypes for solving urban design problems
at a scale of 1:500 e.g. in (Schubert et al, 2011; 2012; 2014). The seamless
integration of established design tools into a digital system makes it possible
for designers or planners to continue working with familiar design tools
while simultaneously making available interactive simulations and analyses
within the physical model. Designers can then see the implications and effects of design decisions in the early creative planning phases, and respond
to them accordingly. A key aspect of this is the use of information visualisa-
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tion as a direct means of feedback directly within the actual physical model.
Such information needs to be presented in a way that is simple to understand
and that does not interrupt or detract from the process of visual thinking but
enriches it with underlying objective criteria. This must be considered at
both a technological as well as a conceptual level. The fact that not just the
physical model but also the resulting digital computation model as well as
the results of the calculation are all three-dimensional leads to the question
of how best to display 3D simulation results in the physical model?
This paper describes an interactive mixed-augmented reality (AR) application that was developed and implemented – based on the prior system design – to improve the integrity of the digital authenticity in the physical
model. By means of a tablet or see-through glasses, the new extended setup
allows users to view interactive simulation results such as shadows cast over
the course of the year, wind currents or even statutory regulations (interbuilding distances and areas or construction volumes) in three-dimensions
that augment the physical working model in real time.

Figure 1. System setup showing both parts of the system: the design platform and the AR application. A network protocol links the physical model placed on a display of the design environment (A) with the display on the AR-device (see-through glasses or tablet) (B) in real time.
The physical model placed on the table in combination with a digital map is augmented with
a 3D visualisation of the surrounding architecture and interactive analyses and simulations.

The seamless coupling of physical model and simulation means that this
method is not limited to the static representation of results. Changes in the
working model (shape, position, orientation...) have a direct impact on the
computational base and therefore also on the simulations and their display in
the AR application: design and analysis merge into a single creative cycle.
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2.1. USER SCENARIO
The chosen user scenario is an urban design planning project for an urban
quarter extending over several hectares. The project manager, planning team
and members of the planning authority meet up to discuss possible approaches. Instead of sitting down facing a beamer projection, they stand
around a large multi-touch table. The surface of the table shows a digital
plan of the surrounding urban grain. Various Styrofoam blocks have been
placed on the site in the map on the table showing a possible urban arrangement for the quarter. The project manager explains the architectural concept
and shows how care has been taken to avoid buildings shading each other.
To illustrate this, he activates a solar-envelope analysis and the results of the
calculations are shown directly as shaded areas on the plan on the table. For
an improved impression of the shading, the participants put on transparent
glasses. Immediately, the participants see the solar envelope as a 3D projection embedded within the view they are seeing. They can move around and
view the scene from different perspectives and see how this will change with
the successive phases of the project. One of the participants has an idea and
removes a block from the model, trims it to a new shape with a cutter knife,
and places it back in the model. The results of the solar-envelope simulation
adjust in real time to match the new situation, and the augmented image seen
through the glasses changes accordingly. It is immediately apparent to all
that the change represents an improvement. The project manager changes the
simulation to show wind flow patterns in the new situation. The glasses now
overlay the scene with a 3D vector simulation of the wind flow. It’s immediately clear where the effects of wind will be felt most. Over the course of the
meeting, the participants discuss various aspects and adjust the concept, taking into account the objective feedback provided by the simulations.
2.2. RELATED WORK
Various teams have investigated ways of presenting digital information in
physical contexts or physical models and various different approaches can be
identified. The URP (Underkoffler and Ishii, 1999) is a further project which
uses a multi-touch table in combination with marker tracking to present interactive simulations and to control these with models. The presentation on
the multi-touch table shows the results only in two dimensions. Threedimensional information can only be represented in an abstract form. Another approach, this time from the field of geography, is taken by the Sandscape
project (Ishii et al, 2004). The concept makes it possible to model landscapes
using sand. The resulting surfaces are scanned in three dimensions, providing the basis for calculating relevant information for the planning process.
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The resulting information is projected directly onto the model from above.
This process permits a degree of interactive feedback with the model, or the
model’s surface. One problem with this approach is shadows cast by the user
or the user’s hands. In addition, it is not possible to present information in
three-dimensional space. The “Sketchand+” project (Seichter, 2003), for example, employs an AR application to display digital design variants embedded in a physical model of the urban environment. Different variants can be
examined using Fiducial marker tracking. The evaluation of the relative advantages or disadvantages is purely subjective. Simulations and analyses are
not shown in the context of the project. A similar approach, this time at the
scale of a building, is taken by “MxR” (Belcher and Johnson, 2008). Using
AR, a physical model of a building is augmented with digital information
such as architectural elements as well as simulations. A further approach can
also be seen in the “Magic Meeting” project (Regenbrecht et al, 2002). Here
the system setup makes it possible to collaboratively view and interact with a
mixed-reality environment using a centrally-placed marker. Additional functional markers are used to control the clipping and illumination of the model.
With the exception of notes, however, it is not possible to directly change
the model, or to make use of analyses and simulations. “ARTHUR” is a further mixed-reality system that makes it possible to display digital models on
a table top using a head-mounted display (Penn et al, 2004). This makes it
possible for people to collectively see the results of a pedestrian simulation
according to certain objective criteria. Compared with a physical model, the
ability to interact with such entirely virtual scenarios are considerably more
limited.
3. System Setup
To implement the extended approach outlined above, the existing system
setup is extended to include an AR application. The existing system comprising a large multi-touch table with integrated 3D object recognition forms
the technological basis of the implemented design platform (Schubert et al,
2011). The table surface serves as the planning base and incorporates a digitized city map. In combination with 3D object recognition in real time, the
system allows the user to design interactively within the digital map by
means of physical models and sketches. The reconstruction is achieved by
combining two connected systems using a 3D on-top depth camera and the
object footprint. Tracking markers are not required. Two algorithms have
currently been developed that support the use of both rectangular blocks as
well as freeform bodies (Schubert et al, 2013). All design ideas in the form
of a physical model placed on the table are reconstructed in three-
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dimensions in real time, and serve as the basis for computing decision support simulation and analysis. To meet the various needs of design tasks and
design ideas, the software setup cannot be a fixed system but must provide a
flexible, individually extensible structure. The software framework therefore
employs a plug-in architecture comprising two sub-systems: Firstly, the host
application that provides all system-relevant functions, including the semantic GIS data basis, the interaction possibilities and output of the results on
the different devices. And secondly, the plug-ins which can be used in different combinations as required, providing a flexible toolkit of different design-supporting tools such as complex and dynamic calculations, analyses
and simulations (e.g. wind simulations, shadow projections, process simulation, route analyses, etc.).

Figure 2. 2D presentation of simulation results on the table surface – seamlessly connected to
the physical working models.

The system setup makes it possible to display the results of a simulation
directly on the surface of the table in the plan presentation. This form of
presentation on a planar surface is, however, necessarily only a 2D visualisation of the information. Studies have shown that this pure 2D feedback is, in
many cases, not sufficient to convey the complexity of information contained in the simulations. Given that the basis for the computation and the
computation itself is based on 3D- data, this artificially constrains the information simulation possibilities. To alleviate this discrepancy, additional
methods for visualising 3D information in a physical context were examined
and implemented as part of a sub-project, that is presented here. The approach is based on an AR application that allows one to see design decision
support information using see-through glasses or a tablet device. The threedimensional representation of the digitally computed three-dimensional information is presented superimposed over the view of the model with the result that it appears embedded within the physical model. The requirements
for realising the concept can be defined as follows:
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Display of the simulation results in real time
Tracking without markers in response to a dynamically changing scenario
A simple means of extending the system for use by multiple users
Flexible use of clients to show different simulations and analyses

Figure 3. 3D presentation of simulation results and urban context via augmented visualisation directly in the physical model. Physical model (purple), digital model (grey) and digital
simulations (wind) are merged interactively (first prototype).

3.1. IMPLEMENTATION
The prototypical implementation of the software side of the system is based
on a server-client architecture. It comprises the design platform consisting of
a multi-touch table and info panel that serves simultaneously as the server.
To view the results in the physical model via an AR application, a separate
application for mobile devices that has been developed in a previous subproject has been improved (Schubert et al, 2015). The metaio SDK was used to
create the application (Metaio GmbH, 2015). The priority here was to ensure
the display of simulation results in real time and the ability to respond to and
display changes in the design scenario. The most important components here
are the tracking and the custom-developed TCP/UDP protocol for transferring simulation results to the AR client.
3.2. TRACKING
Given the requirement for a flexible, markerless tracking system, we employ
a feature tracking approach. This works by tracking prominent edges in the
stream of images. The plan drawing shown on the table’s surface serves as a
good reference for basing the tracking system on. Because we can ascertain
the position of the camera from the plan, we can calculate the position and
perspective of augmented objects. This makes it possible to track an overall
scenario even as the scene changes as a result of changes to the physical
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model. The system also affords a degree of tolerance in recognising features,
even when they are not all visible.
3.3. SIMULATIONS
Using the server-client architecture, the design platform itself functions as
the server. The individual AR applications for presenting the different kinds
of simulation results are linked to the system as clients via a network connection. The basis of this is a specially developed TCP/UDP network protocol for the transmission of data between both partners (Goldschwendt et al,
2014). The AR application receives simulation results as well as digitized
object geometries in real time from the design platform. Both the design
platform as well as the mobile application employ the TCP/UDP protocol to
communicate with each other, facilitating real-time communication between
server and client. This also makes it possible to extend the system to accommodate multi-user scenarios without having to change the internal system – new clients simply connect to the server application. The different
presentation perspectives and contents are computed individually and displayed by the respective client. This setup also makes it possible to communicate simulations centrally. The results are then streamed to the clients,
which significantly reduces the computational demand on the client application. To establish and maintain communication between two system peers,
several so-called control messages are defined within the protocol. After the
successful connection of two peers, the collaboration starts.
To communicate the results of the calculation taking into account the
flexible connection of different simulations, a corresponding concept was
developed for the TCP/UDP protocol. The data communication between table and app works as follows: the physical and virtual buildings on the table
setup are processed and represented in a binary format to send them as a
TCP/UDP message to the application. These messages are in JSON format
with corresponding predefined elements and properties which affords greater
flexibility as JSON messages provide a convenient way to send arbitrary data via the protocol. This makes it possible to send new data without having
to adapt the protocol. It is only necessary to parse the new data on the sender/receiver side. By way of example: the table creates a JSON message for
different primitive objects, such as spheres or arrows and then sends the
JSON message to the application. The protocol is unaware of the content of
the message. The app receives the JSON message and parses it to reveal the
content. Finally, the app visualises the received primitive objects.
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4. Discussion
The previously developed concept in combination with the new implemented prototype of the AR application permits the interactive and direct threedimensional representation of computed simulations and analyses in physical
models. The integrated approach of using physical models along with an AR
application on a tablet device or see-through glasses makes it possible to interact with established design tools while concurrently displaying digital
models of the surrounding buildings as well as digital supporting information directly in the physical model. The physical and digital realms are
closely connected with one another. As such, the designer can incorporate
objective information in his or her design explorations in the early design
phases. The server-client software architecture also allows the prototypical
implementation to be easily extended to cater for multi-user scenarios, so
that several participants can work interactively with the model to discuss a
design scenario and use the simulations to assess the implications of design
decisions. The use of the JSON format for data communication also makes it
possible to flexibly extend the system to accommodate future designsupporting plug-ins with simultaneous display on the table and in the AR
view. The use of feature-based tracking using the plan drawing on the table
enables markerless tracking. Tracking problems only occur if the display
quality is not good (for example low contrast or poor or skewed visibility of
the plan on the table), and are most noticeable when changing the direction
of view. In addition, the need for an AR device is not ideal. Holding a tablet
for example, limits one’s ability to simultaneously interact freely with the
physical model. The use of see-through glasses is better in this respects, as it
leaves one’s hands free, but the ability to interact with the GUI of the ARview is more limited than when using a tablet.
5. Summary and outlook
The expanded setup and prototype described in this paper enables simulations to be presented no longer purely in 2D but also to portray complex 3Dcontent, which expands the usefulness of analyses and simulations considerably. The system helps the user to see and understand complex, 3Drelationships and their implications. This is especially relevant in the context
of ever more complex construction tasks, and the nature of architectural projects as dynamic processes rather than the production of final products. Future work will concentrate in particular on how to present separate content to
specific users, for example different degrees of information for specialist
planners or laypersons. In addition, different ways of interacting with the
GUI using see-through glasses will be examined and implemented.
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